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The City of Lynn Economic Development and Industrial Corporation (EDIC) is completing a

community-based process to assess vulnerability associated with sea level rise/storm surge and

plan for adaptation to these future climatic conditions, specifically along the Lynn shoreline and

Saugus River areas (refer to Figure 1). The project is funded through a grant provided by the

Coastal Community Resilience Grant Program (CCRGP) of the Massachusetts Office of Coastal

Zone Management (CZM). The overall goal of the CCRGP is to improve coastal resiliency,

which refers to the capacity of shoreline areas to protect and preserve infrastructure and other

socioeconomic resources in response to predicted sea level rise (SLR) and increased frequency

and intensity of coastal storms.

This technical memorandum summarizes the third of three tasks for the Lynn Coastal Resiliency

Assessment and Adaptation Project. Results of the first two tasks were presented in previous

technical memoranda, as follows:

• Task 1 included synthesis of available relevant technical analyses and reports,

compilation of data into a geographic information system (GIS), development of study

scenarios, and preliminary review of relevant regulations; and

• Task 2 presented estimates and maps of inundation under future climate change

scenarios, and preliminary risk ranking for critical resources and infrastructure.

Task 3, which is summarized in this technical memorandum, is focused on further evaluation of

potential coastal vulnerabilities and risk, and presentation of adaptation alternatives that Lynn

can consider to increase the resiliency of the community and coastal infrastructure. The

memorandum is organized as follows:

• Section 1: Vulnerability and Risk Assessment Summary

• Section 2: Coastal Protection and Vulnerabilities

• Section 3: Adaptation Strategies
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SECTION 1: VULNERABILITY AND RISK ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

The vulnerability/risk assessment completed in Task 2

of this study focused on facilities and other resources

essential to public safety and health and the

economic viability of the City of Lynn. Federal and

State owned facilities that are not critical to protecting

public health and safety were not included in the

assessment. Assets within the areas subject to

inundation were identified from the City’s Hazard

Mitigation Plan, analysis of available GIS information

and discussions with City and state officials. The

results of the vulnerability assessment will support

planning to further define and implement adaptation

measures to reduce hazards and increase resiliency.

The risk assessment looked at coastal conditions

under projected high tide conditions as sea level

rises, and possible storm inundation given the rise in

sea level. Risk ranking was developed based on the

consequence of flooding and the probability that it

would occur in 25 years (2041) and 50 years (2066).

These time horizons were selected because they are

typically considered for municipal planning and

engineering designs.

In addition to the risk assessment and ranking of

infrastructure based on the probability of inundation,

vulnerability and risk can also result from shoreline

erosion from increasingly intense storms, and

changes in wave patterns as sea level rises. A review

of coastal physical processes and the existing

seawalls and coastal structures that currently protect

the Lynn shoreline was conducted to evaluate the

potential of risk due to shoreline erosion. A summary

of findings is provided in Section 2 below, and results

were considered when identifying the top ten publicly

owned facilities and assets list. A full list of vulnerable

facilities with risk ranking scores is included in

Attachment A. The top ten list to the right includes

publicly owned facilities and assets, with the

exception of the Gear Plant Heliport and the Habit

Management Center, which have public importance.
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SECTION 2: COASTAL PROTECTION AND VULNERABILITIES

Lynn is located north of Boston, along a southeast-facing shoreline, as shown on the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) navigation chart for the Lynn coastline

provided in Figure 1. The Nahant Causeway connects Nahant to the mainland at Lynn and

separates the Lynn shoreline into northern and southern sections. The Nahant Causeway runs

on top of a tombolo, which is a natural geologic deposit that connects an offshore land mass to

the mainland. The causeway provides a natural barrier that shields Lynn Harbor from the open

Atlantic Ocean.

Most of the Lynn shoreline is protected by hard infrastructure. North of the Nahant Causeway, a

seawall runs along the edge of Lynn Shore Drive. Sandy beaches (Kings and Lynn beaches)

and rocky intertidal areas (Red Rock Park) lie between the seawall and the ocean. Land use is

primarily single- and multi-family residential, and beach areas (City of Lynn 2005). The

approximately 4-mile-long shoreline is on Nahant Bay, which opens to the Atlantic Ocean.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce et al. 2013

Figure 1: Lynn Harbor and Nahant Bay Navigation Chart

Seawalls and bulkheads of varying types and condition run along the Lynn shoreline south of

the Nahant Causeway. Soft features, such as beaches and tidal flats are also present on the

water side of the seawalls (MassGIS Moris 2016). Land use is industrial intermixed with

residential and commercial uses, vacant land, and Heritage State Park (City of Lynn 2005).
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Lynn Harbor lies between the Lynn shoreline and the Nahant Causeway and opens to Broad

Sound to the south. The Saugus River discharges into the southern portion of Lynn Harbor.

Much of the Lynn shoreline along the Saugus River is protected by earthen berms or in some

cases, small retaining walls. Land use is industrial near the mouth of the Saugus River, and

primarily residential, with some industrial/commercial, upstream in the river. Riverfront property

is not as susceptible to wave action as the eastern, Atlantic-facing shoreline. However,

residents indicated during Public Meetings that they are experiencing increasing flooding under

normal tidal conditions, and especially during extreme high tides such as King Tides. Although a

King Tide is an unusually high water elevation, it is a natural phenomenon resulting from the

alignment of the moon and earth. As sea level rises due to global climate change, these high

tides will reach higher levels and increased flooding will occur.

Coastal Protection Structures

A high-level evaluation of coastal structures that protect the Lynn shoreline was primarily based

on a database developed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and available on the MORIS

website (MORIS link); discussions with EDIC and City department managers; and input during

public meetings conducted during this study. Coastal protection structures located in Lynn are

depicted on Figure 2 and included in Attachment B, which is color coded to indicate if the

structure will be overtopped under a current storm or future climate change scenario. The

ownership of the structures–either public or private–is also indicated. Based on this mapping

and anecdotal information from EDIC, the protective structures are generally effective flood

protection for the Lynn shoreline.
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The shoreline in front of a closed landfill located between the Riley Way Extension and the Lynn

Wastewater Treatment Plant was identified as a potential erosional area that could affect the

stability of the landfill. The seawall protecting this area is extremely damaged and offers no

protection from wave erosion or flooding. Further, future sea level rise would result in landward

advancement of the high tide level. Also, increases in local sea level would allow larger waves

to propagate closer to the shore and thus increase the potential for erosion and landward

migration of the shoreline (shoreline retreat).

Erosion Analysis

An analysis including estimates of waves and erosion under future climate change conditions

was conducted as a first level screening to evaluate the potential for erosion of the shoreline

and risk to the landfill at the Riley Way Extension.

The erosion analysis was based on the NOAA-High sea level rise projection for 2041 and 2066

(See Task 1 and Task 2 Technical Memoranda for a full description of the sea level rise

projections). Results indicate that waves impacting the Lynn Harbor shoreline would likely have

significant wave heights between four to five feet during a 100-year (1% probability) storm

event. The resulting erosion under these scenarios is estimated to result in approximately 7 and

18 feet of shoreline loss, respectively.

Based on this analysis, there is a potentially high risk of erosion and landward migration of the

shoreline bordering the landfill at the Riley Way Extension. The seawall that was constructed to

protect this shoreline is not functional, and the shoreline, along with the landfill and protective

cap, is currently at risk. An engineering feasibility study and alternatives analysis, including a

more detailed assessment of risk of failure of the landfill, is recommended in the very near term.

This study should look at the Lynn shoreline holistically in the context of planning for future

development and economic invigoration of the City. By starting the engineering evaluation now,

the potential for having to react to a catastrophic failure during a storm, along with the possible

resulting environmental impacts and need for stop-gap engineering followed by longer term

planning and engineering, could be avoided. Also starting to consider the level of risk and

possible solutions before a failure occurs allows for more measured consideration of alternative

approaches, and a more sustainable and resilient plan for the coastline.

From a cost–benefit perspective, failure of the integrity of this landfill protective cap side slope

could result in potential environmental impacts, and would require immediate reaction, which

overall would be a high-cost, short-term solution. Based on results of the feasibility study, plans

should be developed, and further analysis should be undertaken to evaluate adaptation

feasibility and design.
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SECTION 3: ADAPTATION STRATEGIES

A variety of approaches are available to increase resiliency and adapt to changing coastal

conditions, as illustrated in Figure 3. A general overview and descriptions of specific adaptation

strategies is provided in Attachment C, and those strategies that could be used to address risk

and vulnerabilities for the top ten list of facilities at risk for Lynn are described in more detail in

the following sections. The Task 2 memorandum identified several privately owned properties

that are at risk from flooding events, including the National Grid Power Station and C.L.

Hauthaway. Since the focus of this study is on public assets, this memorandum does not

provide adaptation strategies for privately owned facilities, but recommends working with

stakeholders to coordinate adaptation strategies.

Figure 3: Coastal Adaptation Approaches to Address Coastal Climate Change Vulnerability

In general, adaptation strategies can be categorized as programmatic measures or capital

investments. Programmatic measures typically include: administrative measures; community

involvement; zoning and regulatory measures; operations and management; and acquisitions.

Capital investments are generally measures that retreat from, protect, and/or accommodate

flood waters. Adaptation strategies developed for this study will draw on a wide array of options

for adapting to the long-term effects of sea level rise. The strategies outlined in the sections to

follow are meant to serve as an “a-la-cart” menu of alternatives that can be used in conjunction

with other strategies for compounded adaptation planning. No alternatives analysis or feasibility

assessment has been completed for this study at this time.
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Coastal Protection

The City of Lynn is protected from the Atlantic Ocean by a series of seawalls of varying heights

and conditions. Industrial facilities on the Saugus River, such as General Electric (GE), are also

protected by seawalls, as are many residential properties.

Green or integrated flood protection typically requires space between the normal high tide line

and the infrastructure or resource to be protected. In many cases in Lynn, this space is not

available, and maintenance of the seawalls at elevations that will protect against current and

future flood conditions may be the preferred adaptation alternative. This type of situation was

identified by the Commonwealth in the Massachusetts Climate Change Adaptation Report

(Chapter 8 - Coastal Zone and Ocean; MA EOEEA 2011):

In urban areas with large populations – especially those that are environmental

justice communities – implementation of highly engineered structural protection

measures will likely be a high priority for extensive public infrastructure and private

development.

The graphics below illustrate generalized resilient coastal protection measures for three cases:

1. New commercial or public development where space is available between the high tide

line and infrastructure (Figure 4)

 Green design including natural coastal protection elements

 Provides recreational space

 Living with Water concept

 Commercial or public development

 Space is available between infrastructure and the high tide line

 Consider for new development

2. A lower cost option for residential infrastructure with limited space between the high tide

line and the house (Figure 5)

 Lower cost solutions for existing residential areas

 Minimal space between high tide line and structures

 Deployable seawall would be deployed prior to extreme storms, and allows the

permanent hard structure to be low enough to allow an ocean view

 Habitat enhancement on vegetated rock revetment

 Raising house freeboard improves resiliency

3. Commercial or public development, either existing or new, with limited space between

the high tide line and infrastructure (Figure 6)

 Hard coastal protection

 Habitat provided in subtidal shelf seaward of the hard structure

 Deployable seawall would be deployed prior to extreme storms, and allows the

permanent hard structure to be low enough to allow an ocean view

 Consider for existing commercial and industrial areas



Figure 4: New commercial or public development

Figure 6: Commercial Development with limited
space between the high tide line and infrastructure

Figure 5: Existing Residential Coastal Protection



Transportation
Transportation is critical for evacuation and emergency access and response before, during,

and after storm events. Nuisance flooding due to high tides is also a concern for traffic and

access to commercial and residential properties. Utilities buried in roadways and electrical

conduit boxes may not be accessible during flooding events. An incremental approach to

adaptation for climate impacts is typically recommended for transportation corridors. Plans to

elevate roadways, access to buildings, and utilities should be incrementally adapted as part of

capital improvements. Considerations to grading roadways and sidewalks, using pervious

pavement, and developing green infrastructure solutions, such as bioswales and rain gardens,

will improve infiltration and manage stormwater runoff. Short term solutions may include road

closures with advance notice to residents. Evacuation routes should be evaluated for potential

inundation in coordination with emergency services and state transportation agencies and

relocation of routes may be considered.

Figure 7: Rendering of Camden Street before (left) and after (right) a 100-year storm event.

Several of the transportation features identified during the risk and vulnerability study include

the Lynn Ferry Pier, two critical intersections (Lynnway and Blossom and Nahant Circle), and

the gear plant heliport (for emergency transportation). An overview of each site, including the

risk and vulnerability, and several adaptation strategies are included in this section.

Lynn Ferry Pier

The Lynn Ferry Pier is protected by a seawall that would not be overtopped under any of the

evaluated future climate change scenarios. However, results of the vulnerability and risk

assessment indicate that given the elevation of the pier, if the seawall was ineffective, the area

could be inundated by a 10 year (10% probability) storm in 2066. Thus, it is important to

maintain the wall so that it remains in good condition to avoid flooding in the long term. Also,

the boat launch adjacent to the seawall provides a possible pathway for flooding as sea level

rises and storm intensity increases. Discussions with EDIC indicate that flooding has not

occurred, but if the area does start to experience flooding through the boat launch, an additional

evaluation of vulnerability and adaptation alternatives should be undertaken.



The intersection of

Lynnway & Blossom is

a critical intersection in

Lynn, MA.

The height of water

where travel is no longer

safe is the threshold

elevation: El. 9.41.
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INTERSECTION AT LYNNWAY & BLOSSOM ST.

CRITICAL INTERSECTION: Lynnway & Blossom Street

Possible Inundation Scenarios



ADAPTATION STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

EMERGENCY PLANS
(Programmatic)

Work with state agencies and emergency services to evaluate evacuation routes and alert systems
that notify community during flood events (water level monitoring system). Emergency access to
inundated areas should also be evaluated.

PERMANENT FLOOD
BARRIERS BETWEEN

LYNNWAY AND
WATERFRONT

(Protection)

A permanent dike or barrier can be constructed
between Lynnway and the waterfront. Temporary
floodwalls or stoplogs could be used so access to the
waterfront is possible in fair weather. Additional
stoplogs can be placed to accommodate increases in
flood elevation and storm surge.

DEPLOYABLE FLOOD WALLS
BETWEEN LYNNWAY AND

WATERFRONT
(Protection)

Deployable floodwalls or a temporary dike structure provide a short
term solution to flood defense. The effectiveness of this method is
moderate and depends on installation prior to a storm surge event. It
less costly than permanent structures, and typically installation and
removal can be accomplished with moderate effort.

STORMWATER
INFILTRATION & RETENTION

(Accommodation)

The roadway should be prepared for innundation and rapid
drainage following heavy percipitation or inundation. On-site
retention features including such as storage tanks and
detention ponds can retain water, which also can be used as
emergency fire protection. Measures such as grading the roads
and french drains can be used in addition to green
infrastructure solutions (ex. Bioswales) and pervious surfaces
to improve infitration and slow stormwater runoff. These
methods will help the site rebound from flooding more quickly.

ELEVATION
(Retreat)

Elevate components of electrical distribution system to above the flood
elevation. Larger scale roadway and drainage elevation or bridge
construction should be considered. Innovations such as floating sidewalks
should be assessed as technology develops.

INTERSECTION ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
The critical concern is safe travel during and after a storm event. The following adaptation strategies should be

reviewed by emergency services and state transportation agencies. They are provided in order of likelihood of

implementation and feasibility. These strategies do not consider the repair and/or construction of coastal protection

measures. The risk and vulnerability to the intersection should be re-assessed if coastal protection measures are

adapted. A thorough alternatives analysis feasibility assessment should be performed to prioritize adaptation

strategies.

REFERENCES

• “Ensuring Transportation Infrastructure and System Resilience: U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) Climate Adaptation Plan,”

prepared by U.S. DOT; 2014.

• “MassDOT-FHWA Pilot Project: Climate Change and Extreme Weather Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Options for the Central

Artery/Tunnel, Boston, MA,” prepared by UMass Boston, UNH, Woods Hole Group, MassDOT, FHWA; September 16-18, 2015.

• “Adapting Urban Infrastructure to Climate Change: A Drainage Case Study,” Kirshen, Paul et. Al. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)WR.1943-

5452.0000443; 2014.

• “Building Resilience in Boston,” prepared by Linnean Solutions, The Built Environment Coalition, The Resilient Design Institute, July 2013.

• “Homeowner’s Guide to Retrofitting,” FEMA P-312, 3rd Edition; June 2014.

• “Urban Coastal Resilience: Valuing Nature’s Role,” prepared by the Nature Conservancy; 2015.

• “Adaptations Strategies Guide for Water Utilities,” prepared by the Environmental Protection Agency; February 2015.



NAHANT CIRCLE is a critical

intersection in Lynn, MA. A seawall

protects the beach located east of

the circle, but it terminates at a

Nahant/Lynn Beach access parking

lot. Sea water floods in through a

topographic low at the end of the

sea wall.

The height of water where travel is

no longer safe is the threshold

elevation: El. 9.32.

RISK AND VULNERABILITY – Reference Task 2 Memorandum for Risk Assessment Method

NAHANT CIRCLE

CRITICAL INTERSECTION: Nahant Circle

Possible Inundation Scenarios



ADAPTATION STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

EMERGENCY PLANS
(Programmatic)

Work with state agencies and emergency services to evaluate evacuation routes and alert systems
that notify community during flood events (water level monitoring system). Emergency access to
inundated areas should also be evaluated.

DEPLOYABLE FLOOD WALLS
ALONG THE WATERFRONT

(Protection)

Deployable floodwalls or a temporary dike structure provide a short term
solution to flood defense. The effectiveness of this method is moderate and
depends on installation prior to a storm surge event. It less costly than
permanent structures, and typically installation and removal can be
accomplished with moderate effort.

PERMANENT HARD FLOOD
BARRIERS ALONG

WATERFRONT
(Protection)

There is a gap in the seawall at the Nahant Rotary that allows flooding of the roadway. The seawall
could be extended to protect this areas. The seawall from the Nahant/Lynn Beach could be extended
and possibly increased in height to block flows from the sea.
Since the public beach is an important amenity, the seawall
would need to be designed to allow access to the beach.
Also, it should be designed as to not interfere with natural
coastal processes that result in beach deposition.

NATURAL COASTAL
PROTECTION - DUNES

The dune system that runs along the Nahant Causeway south of Nahant Circle could possibly be
extended to protect the roadway. As an alternative to a hard shoreline solution, construction of
stabilized, vegetated dunes as a natural barrier to flooding could be considered. Large dunes are
present along the Nahant Beach to the south, and could possibly be extended into this area. A dune
system would enhance the aesthetic and recreational aspects of the beach. Also, the slope of the
beach could be altered to modify coastal dynamics and water circulation that could help to suppress
nuisance algae accumulations that are problematic in this area. If a natural coastal protection such
as dunes is implemented, improving drainage along the road to aid in infiltration and
directing/draining water away from the roads would also help to minimize flooding potential.

STORMWATER
INFILTRATION & RETENTION

(Accommodation)

The roadway should be prepared for innundation. On-site
retention features including underground storage tanks and
detention ponds can retain water, which also can be used as
emergency fire protection. Measures such as grading the roads
and french drains can be used in addition to green infrastructure
solutions (ex. Bioswales) and pervious surfaces to improve
infitration and slow stormwater runoff. These methods will help
the site rebound from flooding more quickly

ELEVATION
(Retreat)

Elevate components of electrical distribution system to above the flood elevation. In some cases,
roads can be elevated above the expected inundation level. However, this is likely not a good option
for the rotary. Innovations such as floating sidewalks should be assessed as technology develops.

INTERSECTION ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
The critical concern is safe travel during and after a storm event. The following adaptation strategies should be

reviewed by emergency services and state transportation agencies. They are provided in order of likelihood of

implementation and feasibility. Adaptation measures to protect Nahant Circle from current and future flooding

would likely involve improving coastal protection. As with any coastal project, the effects on coastal dynamics such

as depositional patterns, waves and currents, should be considered. The risk and vulnerability to the intersection

should be re-assessed if coastal protection measures are adapted. A thorough alternatives analysis and feasibility

assessment should be performed to prioritize adaptation strategies.

REFERENCES

• “Ensuring Transportation Infrastructure and System Resilience: U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) Climate Adaptation Plan,”

prepared by U.S. DOT; 2014.

• “MassDOT-FHWA Pilot Project: Climate Change and Extreme Weather Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Options for the Central

Artery/Tunnel, Boston, MA,” prepared by UMass Boston, UNH, Woods Hole Group, MassDOT, FHWA; September 16-18, 2015.

• “Adapting Urban Infrastructure to Climate Change: A Drainage Case Study,” Kirshen, Paul et. Al. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)WR.1943-

5452.0000443; 2014.

• “Building Resilience in Boston,” prepared by Linnean Solutions, The Built Environment Coalition, The Resilient Design Institute, July 2013.

• “Urban Coastal Resilience: Valuing Nature’s Role,” prepared by the Nature Conservancy; 2015.

• “Adaptations Strategies Guide for Water Utilities,” prepared by the Environmental Protection Agency; February 2015.



GEAR PLANT HELIPORT
is located at 1000 Western

Avenue in Lynn, MA. Access

to the heliport could be

critical if needed for

emergency transportation.

The elevation of the helipad

is the threshold elevation:

El. 9.13.

GEAR PLANT HELIPORT

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: Gear Plant Heliport

RISK AND VULNERABILITY – Reference Task 2 Memorandum for Method and RVA

Possible Inundation Scenarios



ADAPTATION STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

ALTERNATIVE LOCATIONS
(Programmatic and

Retreat)

If the helipad is identified as an emergency evacuation area, an alternative facility or area
outside the inundation zone should be identified. This may require coordination with local
emergency services to determine another suitable location on site or a different location.
Currently, the park behind the Lynn High School is can be used for emergency helicopter
transport.

ELEVATION
(Retreat)

Elevating the heliport pad above the predicted flood elevation will
prevent flooding.
Access to the helipad must also be maintained if it is determined to
be an emergency evacuation area, so elevating roadways or
constructing bridges should be considered. This may have a high
associated cost and will likely be deemed unfeasible.

DRY FLOODPROOFING
(Protection)

The surface of the helipad may be sealed and graded to make the
surface dry during storm events (provided that it is above or outside
of the inundation zone).

Access to the helipad must also be dry so that emergency services can
access the helipad during storm or flood events.

STORMWATER
INFILTRATION &

RETENTION
(Accommodation)

The surrounding site should be prepared for innundation.
On-site retention features including detention ponds can
retain water, which also can be used as emergency fire
protection. Measures such as grading the site and french
drains can be used in addition to green infrastructure
solutions (ex. bioswales) and pervious surfaces to improve
infitration and slow stormwater runoff. These methods
will help the site rebound from flooding more quickly.

GEAR PLANT HELIPORT ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
The critical concern is access to the heliport during and after a storm event, which will require a quick recovery time.

The following adaptation strategies should be reviewed by emergency services and the property owners. They are

provided in order of likelihood of implementation and feasibility. These strategies do not consider the repair and/or

construction of coastal protection measures. The risk and vulnerability to the facility should be re-assessed if coastal

protection measures are adapted. A thorough alternatives analysis, including evaluating alternative helipad

locations, should be performed to prioritize adaptation strategies.

REFERENCES

• “Building Resilience in Boston,” prepared by Linnean Solutions, The Built Environment Coalition, The Resilient Design Institute, July 2013.

• “Homeowner’s Guide to Retrofitting,” FEMA P-312, 3rd Edition; June 2014.

• “NYC Wastewater Resiliency Plan,” prepared by the Department of Environmental Protection; October 2013.

• “Urban Coastal Resilience: Valuing Nature’s Role,” prepared by the Nature Conservancy; 2015.

• “Adaptations Strategies Guide for Water Utilities,” prepared by the Environmental Protection Agency; February 2015.
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Utilities and Energy
The goal of resiliency is to adapt, survive, and rebound from natural catastrophic events. Successful

operation of functioning building utilities is a crucial part of adaptation. Attachment C provides

several general strategies that can be applied to utility and energy infrastructure.

In general, building managers should prepare in advance of flood events to protect utilities and

energy sources, which may include:

 elevating utilities above flood elevation;

 making utilities or access to utilities watertight or waterproof;

 creating a barrier around utilities;

 evaluating system redundancy;

 preparing easy hook-ups for generators; and

 developing an emergency plan.

The Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)

Maintenance Building was identified during the risk

and vulnerability study. The WWTP is located

behind the landfill, which provides some flood

defense due to its elevation. According to the Lynn

Water and Sewer Commission, no flooding has

occurred at this site in the past. The building has a

basement that is currently used for storage. An

overview of the building, including the risk and

vulnerability and several adaptation strategies are

included in this section.

Figure 8: Entrance to Lynn WWTP



WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT

(WWTP) MAINTENANCE BUILDING

is located at 2 Circle Avenue in Lynn,

MA. It is partially protected by the

landfill south of the building.

The building has a basement that is

currently used for storage. The

threshold elevation is El. 12.41,

which corresponds to 1.5 ft. above

the main ground floor.

RISK AND VULNERABILITY – Reference Task 2 Memorandum for Method and RVA

LYNN WWTP MAINTENANCE BUILDING

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: WWTP Maintenance Building

Possible Inundation Scenarios



ADAPTATION STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

SANDBAGS or DEPLOYABLE
FLOOD WALLS

(Protection)

Short term solution to provide flood defense. Involves
temporarily placing defenses around building
doorways, vents, and windows before a surge event.
The effectiveness of this method is very limited, but
cheaper than permanent structures.

WET FLOOD PROOFING
(Accommodation)

The basement of the building is an ideal location for wet floodproofing because it prevents or
provides resistance to damage from flooding while allowing floodwaters to enter the building.
Generally, this includes properly anchoring the structure, using flood resistant materials, protection
of mechanical and utility equipment, and/or use of openings or breakaway walls. A benefit is that
the structures do not need to withstand hydrostatic pressures. Sump pumps would be used after a
storm event to remove the standing water from the basement.

PERMANENT FLOOD
BARRIERS

(Protection)

A more permanent alternative is to create a permanent dike or barrier around the structure. The
barrier would be designed for flood loads and predicted elevations. Sluice gates could be used in
front of door ways to preserve access to the structure in dry conditions.

DRY FLOODPROOFING
(Protection)

Sealing the doors and windows of the maintenance building
effectively makes the building water tight, assuming there are
no vents in flood zones or cracks elsewhere in the structure.
The effectiveness of this method is moderate; while it does not
require the notice of a storm event to protect the building, the
seal integrity is based on the design limitations. If the water
level exceeds the maximum water
pressure, the seal may fail and cause
flooding. Additionally, the structural
integrity of building walls should be
evaluated for flood loads.

ELEVATION
(Retreat)

Moving critical functions above the predicted flood elevation is a method to
prevent flood damage. Electrical equipment should be elevated to above the
flood elevation. All hazardous materials should be elevated above the flood
elevation.

REDUNDANCY
(Programmatic)

Design building systems to provide overlapping services, so that when a system is damaged, some
of its services can be provided by a different system. Conduct regular maintenance and inspection
of resilience-related equipment. Choose reliable backup power and prioritize facility power needs.
More than one adaptation strategy should be considered for redundancy. Additional measures could
include installing a water level monitoring or alert system.

STORMWATER
INFILTRATION & RETENTION

(Accommodation)

The surrounding site should be prepared for innundation and rapid
drainage. On-site retention features including underground storage
tanks and detention ponds can retain water, which also can be used
during fire emergencies. Measures such as grading the site and
french drains can be used in addition to green infrastructure
solutions (ex. bioswales) and pervious surfaces to improve infitration
and slow stormwater runoff. These methods will help the site
rebound from flooding more quickly..

WWTP MAINTENANCE BUILDING ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
The critical concern is access to the maintenance building during and after a storm event. Inundation to the basement of

the structure is not critical to the function of the building. The following adaptation strategies are provided in order of

likelihood of implementation and feasibility. These strategies do not consider the repair and/or construction of coastal

protection measures. The risk and vulnerability should be re-assessed if coastal protection measures are adapted. A

thorough alternatives analysis and feasibility study should be performed to prioritize adaptation strategies.

REFERENCES

• “Building Resilience in Boston,” prepared by Linnean Solutions, The Built Environment Coalition, The Resilient Design Institute, July 2013.

• “Homeowner’s Guide to Retrofitting,” FEMA P-312, 3rd Edition; June 2014.

• “NYC Wastewater Resiliency Plan,” prepared by the Department of Environmental Protection; October 2013.

• “Urban Coastal Resilience: Valuing Nature’s Role,” prepared by the Nature Conservancy; 2015.

• “Adaptations Strategies Guide for Water Utilities,” prepared by the Environmental Protection Agency; February 2015.
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Wastewater and Drainage
Current climate change projections indicate increased rainfall over short periods and more frequent

nuisance flooding, which have the potential to overwhelm existing drainage systems. Low-lying areas

are vulnerable to flood events which may additionally impact gravity-based sewage collection during

flood events. Several programmatic measures are recommended for study in coordination with the

Lynn Water and Sewer Commission:

 Conduct a Drainage System Capacity Study to

evaluate current system capabilities.

 Evaluate installation and/or upgrade of Stormwater

Lift Stations.

 Evaluate installation and/or upgrade of tide gates

at outfalls. Several options might include a

duckbill/tide flex, buoyant front flap, or another

self-regulating structure.

 Consider options for stormwater storage including,

but not limited to, above or below ground storage

containers, nature based storage (bioswales or

bioretention ponds), and/or permeable concrete or

asphalt.

 Evaluate merits of a water level monitoring and

alert system to identify inundation and manage

water and sewer operations during storm and flood

events.

According to the Lynn Water and Sewer Commission, the increased rainfall would create high flows

in the stormwater drainage collection system. If the stormwater collection system is combined with

the sewer (also known as a combined sewer overflow or CSO, then the system would eventually

reach capacity and overflow at the weir locations and discharge at the CSO outfalls. Flooding from

rainfall occurs in low-lying areas where there is poor drainage, primarily due to impervious surfaces,

not because the system is at capacity and cannot take any more flow. Green infrastructure solutions

or pervious pavements should be considered to reduce stormwater runoff volume in the system.

Additionally, the Lynn Water and Sewer Commission has plans to separate the combined system in

the future which will significantly increase the capacity for drainage and essentially eliminate CSO

discharges.

Several sewer lift stations were identified during the risk and vulnerability study including the Camden

Street Sewer Lift Station and the Reed Street Sewer Lift Station. An overview of each pump station,

including the risk and vulnerability scores and several adaptation strategies are included in this

section.

Figure 9. Duckbill Valves at Outfalls (Source: TideFlex)



CAMDEN STREET SEWER

LIFT STATION is located at

the intersection of Ida Street

and Camden Street in Lynn,

MA. The station does not

have submersible pumps.

The elevation of ground

surface is the threshold

elevation: El. 8.02.

CAMDEN STREET SEWER LIFT STATION

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: Camden Street Sewer Lift Station

RISK AND VULNERABILITY – Reference Task 2 Memorandum for Method and RVA

Possible Inundation Scenarios



ADAPTATION STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

WET FLOODPROOFING
(Accommodation)

Wet flood proofing prevents or provides resistance to damage from
flooding while allowing floodwaters to enter the structure or area.
Generally, this includes properly anchoring the structure, using flood
resistant materials, protection of mechanical and utility equipment,
use of openings or breakaway walls, submersible pumps, and
watertight boxes around electrical equipment. A benefit is that the
structures do not need to withstand hydrostatic pressures.

This station should switch to using submersible pumps. A watertight
box around the electrical panel may be a viable alternative.

DRY FLOODPROOFING
(Protection)

Sealing the doors and windows of the pump
station effectively makes the station water-
tight, assuming there are no vents in flood
zones or cracks elsewhere in the structure.
The effectiveness of this method is moderate
because the seal integrity is based on the
design limitations. If the water level exceeds
the maximum water pressure, the seal may fail
and cause flooding.
Additionally, the
structural integrity of
the pump station walls
should be evaluated
for flood loads.

ELEVATION
(Retreat)

The electical panel should be elevated to above the flood elevation.
Elevation of the entire pump station could be considered as a more
expensive alternative, but is likely unfeasible.

PERMANENT FLOOD
BARRIERS

(Protection)

Building a permanent dike or barrier around the structure can protect it from flood waters.
The barrier would be designed for flood loads. Systems with stop logs or gates can be used
to access the structure in dry conditions. This method is expensive and has extensive
programmatic requirements associated with regulations and codes.

REDUNDANCY
(Programmatic)

More than one adaptation strategy should be
considered for redundancy. Additional
measures could include installing back up
power or a water level monitoring or alert
system.

CAMDEN STREET SEWER LIFT STATION ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
The critical concern is pump failure from flooding, followed by electrical panel failure due to flooding at this pump

station. The following adaptation strategies are provided in order of likelihood of implementation and feasibility.

These strategies do not consider the repair and/or construction of coastal protection measures. The risk and

vulnerability should be re-assessed if coastal protection measures are adapted. A thorough alternatives analysis

should be performed to prioritize adaptation strategies.

REFERENCES

• “NYC Wastewater Resiliency Plan,” prepared by the Department of Environmental Protection; October 2013.

• “Building Resilience in Boston,” prepared by Linnean Solutions, The Built Environment Coalition, The Resilient Design Institute, July 2013.

• “Adaptations Strategies Guide for Water Utilities,” prepared by the Environmental Protection Agency; February 2015.

• “Homeowner’s Guide to Retrofitting,” FEMA P-312, 3rd Edition; June 2014.



REED STREET SEWER LIFT

STATION is located at the

intersection of Dearborn Ave

and Reed Street in Lynn, MA.

The station has submersible

pumps and the electrical

panel is located 6 inches

above the ground surface.

The elevation of the

electrical panel is the

threshold elevation: El. 8.85.

RISK AND VULNERABILITY – Reference Task 2 Memorandum for Method and RVA

REED STREET SEWER LIFT STATION

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: Reed Street Sewer Lift Station

Possible Inundation Scenarios



ADAPTATION STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

WET FLOODPROOFING
(Accommodation)

Wet floodproofing prevents or provides resistance to damage from
flooding while allowing floodwaters to enter the structure or area.
Generally, this includes properly anchoring the structure, using flood
resistant materials, protection of mechanical and utility equipment,
use of openings or breakaway walls, submersible pumps, and
watertight boxes around electrical equipment. A benefit is that the
structures do not need to withstand hydrostatic pressures.

This station already uses a submersible pump. Creating a watertight
box around the electrical panel may be a viable alternative.

DRY FLOODPROOFING
(Protection)

Sealing the doors and windows of the pump station effectively makes the station water
tight, assuming there are no vents in flood zones or cracks elsewhere in the structure. The

effectiveness of this method is moderate; while it
does not require the notice of a storm event to
protect the station, the seal integrity is based on the
design limitations. If the water level exceeds the
maximum water pressure, the seal may fail and
cause flooding.
Additionally, the
structural integrity of the
pump station walls should
be evaluated for flood
loads.

ELEVATION
(Retreat)

The electical panel should be elevated to above the flood elevation.
Elevation of the entire pump station could be considered as a more
expensive alternative, but is likely unfeasible.

PERMANENT FLOOD
BARRIERS

(Protection)

Building a permanent dike or barrier around the structure can protect it from flood waters.
The barrier would be designed for predicted flood loads. Systems with stop logs or gates
can be used to access the structure in dry conditions. This method is expensive and has
extensive programmatic requirements associated with regulations and codes.

REDUNDANCY
(Programmatic)

More than one adaptation strategy should be
considered for redundancy. Additional
measures could include installing back up
power or a water level monitoring or alert
system.

STUDIES
(Programmatic)

A comprehensive capacity study could be performed in coordination with Lynn Water &
Sewer Commission that also evaluates opportunities for green infrastructure.

REED STREET SEWER LIFT STATION ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
The critical concern is electrical panel failure due to flooding and resulting in pump failure at this pump station. The

following adaptation strategies are provided in order of likelihood of implementation and feasibility. These strategies

do not consider the repair and/or construction of coastal protection measures. The risk and vulnerability should be

re-assessed if coastal protection measures are adapted. A thorough alternatives analysis should be performed to

prioritize adaptation strategies.

REFERENCES

• “NYC Wastewater Resiliency Plan,” prepared by the Department of Environmental Protection; October 2013.

• “Building Resilience in Boston,” prepared by Linnean Solutions, The Built Environment Coalition, The Resilient Design Institute, July 2013.

• “Adaptations Strategies Guide for Water Utilities,” prepared by the Environmental Protection Agency; February 2015.

• “Homeowner’s Guide to Retrofitting,” FEMA P-312, 3rd Edition; June 2014.
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Figure 10: Oily Debris Field after Hurricane Sandy. November 2, 2012 (Source: USCG in NOAA
Office of Response and Restoration http://response.restoration.noaa.gov/about/media/post-
hurricane-sandy-noaa-aids-hazardous-spill-cleanup-new-jersey-and-new-york.html)

Hazardous Materials
Hazardous materials can be discharged or mobilized during a storm event by several means.

Hazardous materials, including fuel, solvents, and other chemicals used in industrial and

commercial facilities can be discharged and mobilized if their containers are damaged by flood

waters. Contaminated sites may be flooded and contaminants mobilized under certain

conditions.

Flooding from storm surges and wave action can disperse stored hazardous materials often

present in commercial and industrial facilities. Figure 10 shows various types of debris and

small quantities of oily material washed onshore following Hurricane Sandy in New York. On a

larger scale, approximately 819,000 gallons of crude oil was released when an aboveground

storage tank was damaged during Hurricane Katrina. The Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations require management and storage of hazardous waste and

materials that minimize the risk of release, and provide for containment of spills. Facilities

located within inundation zones that store and use hazardous materials and waste should be

made aware of potential future climate change flooding risks, and advised to account for that

possibility in their containment and storage facilities, and in their spill prevention plans.
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Figure 11: Rain gardens can improve
stormwater infiltration and reduce runoff.
(Source: Massachusetts Stormwater
Handbook)

Contaminated Sites

The primary effects of storms and flooding contaminated land are offsite transport of

contaminated media, or erosion/damage of controls on remediated sites (i.e. damage of a cap

preventing contact with contaminated soils). Operating remediation systems, such as

groundwater treatment or thermal desorption systems, may also be damaged by storms and

flooding. Any identified disposal sites impacted with oils or hazardous materials within the

inundation zones should be reviewed for climate change resiliency based on projections of

future conditions presented in the Task 1 and Task 2 memorandums.

Healthcare and Medical Services
Access to medical care and emergency services is critical to maintain during and after a storm event.

Transportation is a vital part of emergency services and related adaptation strategies are included in

the section above. This section will focus on adaptation strategies for health care and medical related

buildings and services.

Emergency plans should be developed by property owners and emergency services. These plans

may include contingencies for shelter-in-place. If a building will be a viable option for shelter, state

requirements should be met including, but not limited to, maintaining backup power, developing an

emergency communication plan (possibly wireless), ability to supply drinking water and sewer without

power, evaluating elevator safety and temperature control capabilities, and keeping a hardcopy of

plan in every building above flood elevation.

Adaptation strategies that reduce the flooding recovery

period are important so that medical services can be

restored as quickly as possible. These strategies may

include preparing the surrounding area for inundation

by providing stormwater retention. Classic “gray”

infrastructure strategies may include underground or

above ground storage tanks. Green infrastructure

strategies may include detention ponds, bioswales,

and/or rain gardens. These methods improve

infiltration and reduce stormwater runoff. Pervious

surfaces, including grass or permeable pavements,

will also improve infiltration.

The two facilities identified during the risk and vulnerability study include the Habit Management

Center (i.e. Methadone Clinic) and the DCR Connery Skating Rink, which serves as an emergency

mortuary in case of a catastrophic event. The Habit Management Center is a privately-run facility, but

due to the statewide heroine epidemic, it was included as a critical public facility. An overview of

each facility, including the risk and vulnerability scores and several adaptation strategies are included

in this section.



HABIT MANAGEMENT

(METHADONE) CENTER is

located at 11 Circle Avenue in

Lynn, MA. The privately-owned

facility provides methadone

treatment to those struggling

with an opioid addiction.

The elevation of the building

entrance is the threshold

elevation: El. 11.73.

HABIT MANAGEMENT CENTER

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: Habit Management (Methadone) Center

RISK AND VULNERABILITY – Reference Task 2 Memorandum for Method and RVA

Possible Inundation Scenarios



ADAPTATION STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

SANDBAGS or DEPLOYABLE
FLOOD WALLS

(Protection)

Short term solution to provide flood defense. Involves
temporarily placing defenses around building
doorways, vents, and windows before a surge event.
The effectiveness of this method is very limited, but
cheaper than permanent structures.

PERMANENT FLOOD
BARRIERS

(Protection)

A more permanent alternative is to construct a dike or barrier around the structure. The barrier
would be designed to withstand predicted flood loads. Sluice gates could be used in front of door
ways to preserve access to the structure in dry conditions.

DRY FLOODPROOFING
(Protection)

Sealing the doors and windows of the building effectively makes
the building water tight, assuming there are no vents in flood
zones or cracks elsewhere in the structure. The effectiveness of
this method is moderate because the seal integrity is based on
the design limitations. If the water
level exceeds the maximum water
pressure, the seal may fail and
cause flooding. Additionally, the
structural integrity of building walls
should be evaluated for flood loads.

EMERGENCY PLANS
(Programmatic)

Develop an emergency plan for the site and evaluate evacuation and/or shelter-in-place plans.
Facility managers should be included in the creation of this plan. Back up wireless communication
systems should be considered. Providing a backup clinic location should be considered if access to
the building will not be possible during and after a storm event.

STORMWATER
INFILTRATION & RETENTION

(Accommodation)

The surrounding site should be prepared for innundation. On-site
retention features including underground storage tanks and detention
ponds can retain water, which also can be used during fire emergencies.
Measures such as grading the site and french drains can be used in
addition to green infrastructure solutions (ex. bioswales) and pervious
surfaces to improve infitration and slow stormwater runoff. These
methods will help the site rebound from flooding more quickly.

ELEVATION
(Retreat)

Moving critical functions above the predicted flood elevation is a method to
prevent flood damage. Electrical equipment should be elevated above the flood
elevation. All hazardous materials should be elevated above the flood elevation.
Raising the entire structure is a more expensive and likely unfeasible alternative.

REDUNDANCY
(Programmatic)

Design building systems to provide overlapping services, so that when a system is damaged, some
of its services can be provided by a different system. Conduct regular maintenance and inspection
of resilience-related equipment. Choose reliable backup power and prioritize facility power needs.
More than one adaptation strategy should be considered for redundancy. Additional measures could
include installing a water level monitoring or alert system.

HABIT MANAGEMENT CENTER ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
The critical concern is access to the treatment center during and after a storm event, which will require a quick

recovery time. The following adaptation strategies should be reviewed by emergency services and the property

owners. They are provided in order of likelihood of implementation and feasibility. These strategies do not consider

the repair and/or construction of coastal protection measures. The neighboring landfill provides some additional flood

defense. The risk and vulnerability to the facility should be re-assessed if coastal protection measures are adapted. A

thorough alternatives analysis, including evaluating a “pop-up” clinic location, should be performed to prioritize

adaptation strategies.

REFERENCES

• “Building Resilience in Boston,” prepared by Linnean Solutions, The Built Environment Coalition, The Resilient Design Institute, July 2013.

• “Homeowner’s Guide to Retrofitting,” FEMA P-312, 3rd Edition; June 2014.

• “Urban Coastal Resilience: Valuing Nature’s Role,” prepared by the Nature Conservancy; 2015.



DCR (CONNERY) SKATING

RINK is located at 190

Shepard Street in Lynn, MA.

This location would serve as

the emergency mortuary for

the City of Lynn.

The elevation of the building

entrance is the threshold

elevation: El. 10.12.

DCR SKATING RINK

(EMERGENCY MORTUARY)

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: DCR Skating Rink (Emergency Mortuary)

RISK AND VULNERABILITY – See Task 2 Memorandum for Method and RVA

Possible Inundation Scenarios



ADAPTATION STRATEGY DESCRIPTION
ALTERNATE LOCATION

(Programmatic)
Consider another location to serve as emergency mortuary. This may involve working with state
agencies, private stakeholders, and neighboring municipalities.

ELEVATION
(Retreat)

Elevating critical functions above the predicted flood elevation is a method to
prevent flood damage to the structure. Electrical equipment should be
elevated to above the flood elevation. All hazardous materials should be
elevated above the flood elevation. Raising the entire structure is a more
expensive and likely unfeasible alternative.

SANDBAGS or DEPLOYABLE
FLOOD WALLS

(Protection)

Short term solution to provide flood defense and
prevent flood damage to the structure. Involves
temporarily placing defenses around building
doorways, vents, and windows before a surge event.
The effectiveness of this method is very limited, but
cheaper than permanent structures.

PERMANENT FLOOD
BARRIERS

(Protection)

A more permanent alternative is to construct a dike or barrier around the building. The barrier would
be designed for flood loads and would prevent flood damage to the structure. Sluice gates could be
used in front of doorways to preserve access to the structure in dry conditions.

DRY FLOODPROOFING
(Protection)

Sealing the doors and windows of the building effectively
makes the building water tight, assuming there are no vents in
flood zones or cracks elsewhere in the structure. The
effectiveness of this method is moderate; it does not require
the notice of a storm event to protect the building, but the
seal integrity is based on the design limitations. If the water
level exceeds the maximum water
pressure, the seal may fail and cause
flooding. Additionally, the structural
integrity of building walls should be
evaluated for flood loads.

STORMWATER
INFILTRATION & RETENTION

(Accommodation)

The surrounding site should be prepared for innundation and rapid
drainage. On-site retention features including underground
storage tanks and detention ponds can retain water, which also
can be used during fire emergencies. Measures such as grading the
site and french drains can be used in addition to green
infrastructure solutions (ex. bioswales) and pervious surfaces to
improve infitration and slow stormwater runoff. These methods
will help the site rebound from flooding more quickly.

DCR SKATING RINK (EMERGENCY MORTUARY) ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
The critical concern is access to and use of the emergency mortuary after a storm event, which will require a quick

recovery time. The following adaptation strategies are provided in order of likelihood of implementation and

feasibility. These strategies do not consider the repair and/or construction of coastal protection measures. The risk

and vulnerability should be re-assessed if coastal protection measures are adapted. A thorough alternatives analysis,

including evaluating an alternate mortuary location, should be performed to prioritize adaptation strategies.

REFERENCES

• “Building Resilience in Boston,” prepared by Linnean Solutions, The Built Environment Coalition, The Resilient Design Institute, July 2013.

• “Homeowner’s Guide to Retrofitting,” FEMA P-312, 3rd Edition; June 2014.

• “Urban Coastal Resilience: Valuing Nature’s Role,” prepared by the Nature Conservancy; 2015.
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Programmatic Adaptation

Planning and regulatory documents are some of the tools the City has to address risk due to

predicted SLR and increased storm surge. As part of this coastal resiliency assessment, local

regulations and plans have been reviewed, and opportunities are identified for potential

revisions of existing plans and regulatory modifications that could increase coastal resiliency,

including along the Saugus River. In general, the types of regulatory changes would pertain to

land use, zoning, and building codes.

Administrative Adaptation Measures

Other adaptation alternatives include raising the

elevation of the structures (see Hull

Massachusetts Coastal Resiliency report),

implementing zoning and planning approaches

that discourage development close to the high

tide line or encourage integration of flood

protections into development plans. Increasing

the amount of space between the anticipated high water level and building floors, referred to as

the freeboard, can provide both protection against flooding and property loss, and savings on

flood insurance. FEMA’s general estimate of potential savings is summarized in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Maximum Coverage for a $25,000 residential building and $100,000 contents

(Source: FEMA Building Higher in Flood Zones: Freeboard – Reduce Your Risk, Reduce Your Premium)
FEMA Zone VE: Area inundated by 1% annual chance flooding with additional hazards due to storm induced velocity wave action.

FEMA Zone AE: Area inundated by 1% annual chance of flood.

Increasing Freeboard- elevating a
building’s lowest floor above predicted flood
elevations, typically 1 to 3 feet above the
National Flood Insurance program
minimum height requirements

- MA CZM StormSmart Communities
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Local Regulations and Planning Documents

Local Regulations pertaining to the City of Lynn were reviewed as a part of this study and

presented in the Task 1 memorandum. Potential changes to the planning documents are

provided below in Table 1 and are intended for discussion purposes only. Any changes would

be developed through a public process by appropriate local, state, and federal entities prior to

adoption of any suggestions below.

Table 1 – Potential Changes to Local Regulations and Planning Document

Planning

Document
Section Title Considerations (For Discussion Only)

General Wetlands

Protection By-Law

(2001)

I. Purpose
Consider adding a reference to “change in sea

level.”

II.
Areas Subject to

Jurisdiction

Consider expanding local regulations to include

entire FEMA flood zone and make provisions

for incremental increased flood zone area.

III. Notice of Intent

Through a revision of the application forms and

guidelines, consider requiring a discussion of

whether (and how) the proposed action would

be affected by sea level rise and storm surge.

VII. NOI and Conditions

Consider clarifying the basis for requiring

conditions by adding jurisdiction to lands

subject to inundation due to projected sea level

rise and storm surge.

XIX. Application Procedures
Consider showing “Flood Zones” designated in

the latest FEMA Flood Insurance Maps

XX. Design Criteria

Consider adding explicit mitigation objectives

for storm surge due to projected sea level rise.

Clarify the level of function that facilities must

retain during and after storm surge. Allow a

benefit cost analysis in the analysis of

alternatives to address the design criteria.

XXI.
Performance

Standards

Consider providing performance standards for

use of temporary flood barriers and elevation of

existing structures to meet storm surge with 50

year sea level rise projection. (page 20).

Appendix A Definitions

Consider increasing the width of the buffer zone

to allow review of projects that may affect

wetlands based on predicted sea level rise.

Appendix B and C
Consider adding FEMA flood zones to the

maps

Appendix D
Consider including recommendations to

prevent release of hazardous material

Zoning Ordinance

(2009)

1 Purpose
Consider adding references to flooding and

inundation

2 Definitions
Consider adding FEMA flood zones

Consider adding Sea Level Rise
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Zoning Ordinance

(2009)

3
Establishment of

Districts

Consider a Floodplain Overlay District By-Law

based on FEMA 0.2% flood level to control

development in high hazard zones (such as V

zones).

4 Use Regulations

Consider adding a Flood Hazard Overlay

District. Consider limiting permitted uses to

avoid risk of hazardous materials spill, minimize

damage to new and substantially renovated

structures,

7 Non-Conforming Uses

Consider limiting rebuilding of non-conforming

structures unless they incorporate flood

resistant or flood proof design features. (7.4

Damaged or Destroyed)

12 Special Permits

Consider adding requirement that the City

make findings regarding mitigation of risk from

sea level rise for the life of the structure

16 Site Plan Review

Consider adding a requirement that submittals

discuss the risk and mitigation from sea level

rise and storm surge for the expected live of the

structure

Lynn Zoning Map

(2011)

Zoning Map, City of

Lynn

Consider establishing a flood risk zoning district

overlay that includes entire FEMA flood zone

and make provisions for incremental increased

flood zone area with time.

Open Space and

Recreation Plan

(2005)

II.A Statement of Purpose
Consider adding a discussion of the benefits of

utilizing open space to help mitigate flooding.

IV.
Environmental

Inventory and Analysis

Consider adding a discussion of nature of

predicted sea level rise and storm surge.

IV.C Water Resources
Consider adding a discussion of the risk and

mitigation from sea level rise and storm surge.

IV.G
Environmental

Challenges (vision)

Consider adding a discussion of the increased

risk to these areas from sea level rise and

storm surge.

VIII Goals and Objectives

Consider adding a discussion of alternative

ways to improve public access consistent with

upgrading coastal protections facilities.

IX Five-Year Action Plan

Consider adding a discussion of these

improvements in the context of sea level rise

and storm surge.

Protected Open

Space Map (2008)

Protected Open

Space, City of Lynn

Consider adding areas that help mitigate flood

risk.

Hazard Mitigation

Plan (2012)

IV Risk Assessment
Consider adding sea level rise to the hazard

discussion

VIII
Hazard Mitigation

Strategy

Consider adding specific measures for

adaptation measures to prevent and respond

to: road flooding, chemical releases, and

erosion areas.
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Hazard Mitigation

Plan (2012)
Appendix B Hazard Mapping

Consider expanded scope to include the FEMA

flood zone and areas subject to sea level rise

and storm surge.

Waterfront Master

Plan Report (2007)

2 Existing Conditions
Consider adding a discussion of existing

coastal protection structures.

2 Environmental Issues

Consider adding plans to prevent hazardous

material releases related to flooding (i.e. spill

prevention, control and countermeasure plans).

3 Design Guidelines
Consider incorporating enhanced coastal

protection in the design guidelines
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ACRONYM LIST

Acronyms

CZM Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management

EDIC City of Lynn Economic Development and Industrial Corporation

EPA US Environmental Protection Agency

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

FIRMS FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps

GIS Geographic Information System

LLC Limited Liability Company

MEOWS Maximum of the Maximum Envelopes of Water

MHHW Mean Higher High Water

MLLW Mean Lower Low Water

MOMs Storm Surge Maximums of the Maximum

NAVD88 North American Vertical Datum of 1988

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NWS National Weather Service

SLOSH Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes

SLR Sea Level Rise
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ATTACHMENT A: VULNERABLE FACILITIES DETERMINED IN TASK 2 MEMORANDUM
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The vulnerability/risk assessment focused on facilities and other resources essential to public safety

and health and the economic viability of the City of Lynn. Federal and State owned facilities that are

not critical to protecting public health and safety were not included in the assessment. Assets within

the areas subject to inundation were identified from the City’s Hazard Mitigation Plan, analysis of

available GIS information and discussions with City and state officials. The process used to assess

risk/vulnerability involved 6 steps:

1. Identify areas subject to inundation for each scenario using the estimated future water elevations

described above;

2. Identify/list critical assets subject to inundation (both natural and built assets);

3. Identify threshold water elevation that would result in impacts for each asset;

4. Identify the probability associated with the threshold elevation for each impact;

5. Identify the consequences and calculate the total consequence score for each asset; and

6. Calculate Risk for each Time Horizon and List Critical Assets by Weighted Risk Score.

Facility Location Type
Consequence

Score

Risk
Score
2016

Risk
Score
2041

Risk
Score
2066

Future Risk
Score

(2041 and
2066 Only)

Energy/Utilities

Lynn WWTP 2 Circle Ave. Maint. Bldg. 64 0 0 0.06 0.03

Drainage and
Sewer
Camden Street
Sewer Lift Station

Camden Street
Sewer Pumping
Station

68 0.68 6.8 6.8 6.80

Blossom Street
Sewer Lift Station

Blossom Street
Sewer Pumping
Station

64 0.64 0.64 6.4 2.37

Reed Street Sewer
Lift Station

Reed Street
Sewer Pumping
Station

64 0.64 0.64 6.4 2.37

Hanson Street
Sewer Lift Station

Hanson Street
Sewer Pumping
Station

64 0.64 0.64 6.4 2.37

Transportation

Lynn EDIC Pier Riley Way
Transportation
Facility

56 0.56 5.6 5.6 5.60

Gear Plant Heliport 1000 Western Heliport 48 0.48 0.48 4.8 1.78

Critical Intersections

Lynnway and
Commercial

Lynnway and
Commercial

Intersection 52 0.52 0.52 5.2 1.92

Nahant Circle Nahant Circle Intersection 52 0.52 0.52 5.2 1.92

Lynnway and
Blossom

Lynnway and
Blossom

Intersection 52 0.52 0.52 5.2 1.92

Lynnway and Broad
Lynnway and
Broad

Intersection 52 0.52 0.52 5.2 1.92

Summer and River
(Camden)

Summer and
River (Camden)

Intersection 44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44

Health care

Habit Management
Center

11 Circle Avenue Medical Facility 40 0 0.4 0.4 0.40

DCR Facility Shepherd St
Emergency
Mortuary

36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36
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ATTACHMENT B: COASTAL STRUCTURE OVERTOPPING SCENARIOS
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ATTACHMENT C: ADAPTATION STRATEGIES GUIDELINES



ADAPTATION STRATEGIES GUIDELINES

This technical attachment serves as a supplementary guide to infrastructure resiliency adaptation

planning with respect to sea level rise and increased flooding events. This guide is meant to provide an

overview of the available adaptation strategies and not to be used as a planning document. The most

effective approach is when several adaptation strategies are used in conjunction with each other as shown

in the graphic below:

Source: Army Corps of Engineers

The strategies outlined in this attachment are methods that enable infrastructure ability to adapt, thrive,

and survive changes in the natural environment. Some of the methods also provide strategies to prepare

in advance or rebound quickly from a storm or flood event. These adaptation strategies can be categorized

as programmatic measures or capital investments, which can include measures that protect infrastructure

from flooding, accommodate the flood waters, or retreat from the inundation. The following strategies

will be discussed in this technical attachment.



Zoning & Regulatory

Zoning and regulatory changes are programmatic measures that can be used to help communities prepare

for and recover from flood events. These measure affect land use and can be used in conjunction with

development efforts, for example, adapting the Phase II Waterfront Plan to incorporate sea level rise and

storm surge measures. Other measures can include adopting and enforcing updated building codes as

they are available. Land acquisition is also an option where protection is not feasible, but is often an

unattractive solution due to feasibility and cost.

Additional programmatic measures

Site specific programmatic measures can include maintaining resilient backup power and systems. This

involves site managers choosing reliable backup power and prioritizing critical power needs, which may

include cogenerations, solar power, and/or natural gas generators. Simple solutions, such as installing

easy hookups for temporary generators and boilers can save time during a crisis.

Systems should be evaluated for redundancy. Design building systems to provide overlapping services, so

that when a system is damaged, some of its services can be provided by a different system. Conduct

regular maintenance and inspection of resilience-related equipment.

Increased flooding from sea level rise and frequent storm events lead to increased volumes for drainage

systems. Studies should be considering in coordination with the Lynn Water & Sewer Commission,

including opportunities for green infrastructure.

Public awareness in advance and during flooding events are important for public safety. Opportunities

such as implementing a Water Level Monitoring System will provide real-time information that can be

used for emergency planning. Road closure notifications should be coordinated with state agencies.

Emergency plans should be developed by property owners. These plans may include contingencies for

shelter in place. If a building will be a viable option for shelter, state requirements should be met including,

but not limited to, maintaining backup power, developing an emergency communication plan (possibly

wireless), ability to supply drinking water and sewer without power, evaluating elevator safety and

temperature control capabilities, and keeping a hardcopy of plan in every building above flood elevation.

Current state and federal regulations, such as those published by MEMA and FEMA should be considered

prior to any programmatic measures.



Relocation
Relocation is classified as a retreat adaptation strategy and involves relocating a facility outside of the

zone of inundation or to an area less prone to flooding or flood related hazards (such as erosion). This

may involve on-site relocation or to a different site. This method has the highest risk reduction capability.

This method may also provide room for green infrastructure in the flood plain which provides risk

mitigation for the surrounding areas. This method is often not desirable or feasible and should only be

considered for high risk and vulnerable areas.

Elevation
Elevation is typically classified as a retreat adaptation strategy and

involves raising the structure to prevent floodwaters from reaching

critical facility functions. This method may be used in conjunction with

alternative methods, such as dry or wet floodproofing where elements

of the building, such as utility hook ups, IT services, hazardous material

storage, tank-less water heaters, service equipment, and/or electrical

services raised above expected flood levels. Raising elements of the

building feature may be less cost prohibitive than the entire structure.



Flood Barriers

Flood barriers are classified as a protection adaptation strategy

and involve creating a barrier between the flood waters and the

structure. The barriers can be permanent or temporary and range

in cost. Temporary flood barriers range from rudimentary

sandbags to more sophisticated deployable flood walls and are

less costly than permanent measures. More permanent flood

barriers range from levees (earthen embankments) to floodwalls

to tide gates. These structures require permitting and are

regulated by zoning and building codes. Additional programmatic

measures should be considered to develop a comprehensive

adaptation plan.



Dry Floodproofing
Dry floodproofing is classified as a protection adaptation strategy and involves making a structure

watertight below flood water elevation. This method may involve installing impermeable membranes,

waterproofing compounds, sheeting, impermeable wall systems (such as cast-in-place) concrete, and/or

permanent or removable door/window shields or valves.

This method is limited to the strength of the seal

and the duration and height of flood waters. Ice

may damage the sealant systems over time. The

structural integrity with respect to additional

hydrostatic and buoyant pressures should be

evaluated, as well as possible impact from debris

or items that are not anchored to the ground.

This may include retrofitting facilities to

withstand new flood, wind, and snow/ice loads

and/or replacing existing non-ductile utility

connectors with ductile-utility connectors to

reduce breakage during high floods.



Wet floodproofing
Wet floodproofing is classified as mainly an accommodation adaptation strategy. This method involves

modifying a structure to allow floodwaters to enter and minimizing damage to the structure and its

contents. Critical facility components should be elevated or made impermeable, such as submersible

pumps and watertight boxes around

electrical equipment. Basements and pump

stations are appropriate areas where wet

floodproofing may be applied. Sump pumps

and back-water flow valves should be

considered in areas that will be inundated.

The structural integrity from possible impact

from debris or items that are not anchored

to the ground should be evaluated. This

method is not appropriate in locations

where toxic materials are stored, unless

they are stored and secured above the flood

elevation.Source: http://image.slidesharecdn.com/waterproofing-

150123124800-conversion-gate02/95/water-proofing-in-

buildings-6-638.jpg?cb=1422019671



Nature and nature-based
Nature-based adaptation strategies are classified as an accommodation measure and include using

natural systems or nature-based systems to reduce the severity of flood events and help sites recover

more quickly after inundation. These can effectively be used in conjunction with hard or gray

infrastructure solutions to provide hybrid adaptation planning.

Source: The Nature Conservancy, 2015. URBAN COASTAL RESILIENCE: VALUING NATURE’S ROLE.

Nature-based solutions can help a site prepare for inundation by

providing on-site retention. Classic gray solutions such as

underground or above ground storage tanks and site grading can

be supplemented or substituted by natural systems such as

detention ponds, bioswales, and/or rain gardens. These methods

improve infiltration and reduce stormwater runoff. Pervious

surfaces, including grass or permeable pavements, will also

improve infiltration. For all site improvements, regular drainage

maintenance should be performed including sediment and/or

debris clearance to ensure optimal performance.

Living shorelines provide multiple benefits for climate change adaptation. These systems require space to

be effective. Other nature-based strategies to consider include marsh and wetland restoration, beach and

dune nourishment, and green roofs.

Source: http://www.northrichmondshoreline.org/ecosystem.htm.


